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Caring About Kids: When Parents Divorce

\

Introduction
Divorce: the breakup of a family. Where do you start? How do you

begin to rearrange your life, tO make ttie way easier for all con-
cerned? It may help to know yzu are not alone in asking these ques-
tions. More thab oné-thirdaMally 40 percentof all marriages in
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the United States now end in divorce. Although legally a separation
of two people, divorce is, in reality, a family affair because more than
haLf of all divorces involve children. Divorce ends the role of spouse;
it doesn't end that of parenthood.

As divorce statistics rise, we learn more about families who live
through the experience. We are discovering that most children of
divorced parents eventually adjust, while others become "victim5"
who are unable to function at an appropriate developmental level or
who suffer long-term depression. For some families, leftover an-
tagonisms get in the way of family recovery, while for others divorce
becomes a vehicle for growth.

We have found that children and their parents do not necessarily
adjust at the same rate, some children do so before their parents.
Spmetimes the rexerse occurs. A child may contin9p to suffer, even
though his parent's have come to terms with th4 divorce and are
building new lives. Then, too, individual children within a single faMi-
ly respond differently, one child gaining maturity and independence,
another regressing or becoming delinquent.

The divorce process is painful for everyone. Parents rarely reach
readiness for divorce at the saMe time. The "leftf' parent may feel
loss of self-esteem, anger, anxiety, sometimes shock, and often bit-
terness. Even The parent who wants the divorce may go through a
period of emotional stress, feeling lonely, guilty, or disappointed, if
the divorce doesn't solve problems or bring expected happiness.

Children, almost without exception, are affected by divorce. How
much stress and how long it lasts depend on many factors, including
age, sex, prior emotional resiliency, and, perhaps most importantly,
availability of adult sul5port. Even in 'families where parents' are in
open and serious conflict for years, children usually fear and resent a
divorce. An older, more sophisticated child of feuding parents may
recognize that a divorce is desirable but: nevertheless, feel worried
and resentful.

The most difficult time for all typically occurs during the first year
or two that follow separation; by the end of the second year after the
divorce, most families are regaining balance and ironing out major
difficulties. With time and reduced parental conflict, many children
come to see the divorce more positively. If the divorce separates a
child from a seriously disturbed or violent parent, it often brings relief
and new developmental gains.

Among children who successfully cope with their parents' divorce,
the most consistently important factors are the continued love, in-
terest, and caring that both parents give. A iupportive, mature
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cu'dtodiel parent fosters a child's adjustmeht and well-beihg; the
maintenance of good relationships with both parents, regardless of
the problems they may have with each other, offers added protection
for childien's Mental health and future developmbrit.

This pamphlet describei some of the feelings that children and
parents experience following separatiop and divorce and offers ideas
parents can use to prepare themselves and their children.

Working Out Issues
Couples seeking a divorcevill not aiways find it easy to reach

agreement On issues that affect their chiidren, but they should at-
temPt to do so before telling their children about the impenbing
separation. -

Children, even very young children, rieed to be,prepared for the
forthcoming separation a-nd divorce:They need igfohnation about
where they will live, who will,$:_ceia0,9Attem, whe iT-1:itfey wrijo fa
school, and whatever otker os'oBt are bf major-concern to them.
Young children fearAarthey will be left by both parents, that they
will not haveka,rpa'afer their heads, food to eat, or &lough money
for oth4trkliedpkey worry that they are not loved or that somehow
they}iyere to lamVor their parents' separation. 'Older children
yprrif about moving sway from friends or school and about lacking
funds for college. Children also worry about where the noncustodial
parent will live, how and how often contact will be maintained.

Therefore, regardless of their personal conflicts, and before tell-
ing the children, parents ought to discuss and, to the extent possi-
ble, resolve the issues of custody, visitation, finances, and continu-

.' ing family relationships and friendships. If discussions are difficult
or heated, the guidance of a trusted friend, counselor, or member of
the clergy may be needed to resolve problems.

bustody Issues

When parents struggie over custody or are inconsistent in the ar-
rangements agreed upon, problems are increased. When a child
becomes the prize in a parental tug of war, the results can be lama.
tionally damaging, causing the child to feel more insecure, angry,
and guilty. The soonek parents face up to and work out custody
details, the better the c,hances are that a chiid's anxiety about the
divorce and his own future will begin to fade.

How do you divide a child's time and love or separate a family
withoUt leaving scars? if children remajn with one parent, which
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one will it be? Considering financial realities, what changes In
lifestyle will bp necessary? And how can two residences be main-
tained? Will the children live in "both, dividing time between
parents?

In considering these questions, parents should carefully balance
their own needs with thOse of the children to avoid creating addi-
tional problems. For example, the decision to keep the family home
for the child's sake may cause a financial hardship. Or, if the family .
cannot afford to buy a car, it may be necessary for one parent to
relocate closer to public transportation. Whatever living arrange-
ments are chosen, they should accommodate practical as well as
dmotional needs.

Once the primary plans are .made, many other issues need to be
settled. FlOw can the responsibility of child care and living expenses
be fairly divided? Who will tare for the children? Where? How? If both
parents share expenses, how and when? Who will pay for medical'
care, insurance, transportation, fobd, clothing? How will college
costs be handled? How will all responsibilities be shared?

As the terms bf the agreercient are worked out, no matter how
trivial theymay seem, it is helpful to write them down. For example,
where will the children spend holidays and vacations'? Will the
parents alternate aftendance at school functions? Which Parent will
provide transportation to extracdrricular activities and social events?
Will the departed parent's visitation Privileges change as the children

.
get older?

Disagreements should be expedted and handled as objectively as
possible. Each parent hqs to expect some degree of compromise and

1

look for ways to see the oiher's point of view. Also, each must keep
the best interests.of the.child In mind.

DifficultieS Involved in reaching compromises on important Issues
may be significantly exacerbated when each party retains a lawyer.
WiIe pOssibly the best approach In many divorces, legal procedures
typically require an adversarial stance.

One woman describes her experience: "When the lawyers became
involyed In our case, the battle lines were firmly drawn, and com-
munication between myself and my husband became Increasingly
difficult. This led to increased conflict and Isolation during the first
yeai of our separation and made things more difficult for our children
also."

Many lawyers attempt to counsel moderation and compwmise,
but basic to their professional role is the protection of their clIgnts'
interests. A possible alternative in some communities is a counsel-
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Ing service which helps couples negotiate their own settlement
agreements. Included in this service is the help of a lawyer toensure
that legal requirements are met.

Types of Custody

Custody is a responsibility as well as a right. It becomes obvious,
when trying to, consider the best interests of everyone involved, that
there are no perfect answers. Custody does not have to be an allor-
nothing decision, however. There are a number of options available
for sharing responsibility: Each family has to explore the advantages
and disadvantages of each option to determine what is acceptable
and manageable.

Single-Parent Custody. Neither parent relinquishes parenthood,:
but it Is decided that one should be physically in charge. The key con-
sideration in deciding who should assume the custodial role is:
Which parent can provide the best care and developmental environ-
ment for the child? Although the mother traditionally has been
favored for receiving custody, it has been found that children do not

t
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need-a mother `as much as a nurturing, supportive environment,
which either pareht cOuld provide. Changes in our society have great-
ly altered the stereotyped roles of men and women. With more than
one-half of mothers currently employed, fathers are assuming an in-
creasingly greater share of child-care responsibilities, and a growing
number of men are seeking and gaining custody of their children:

Nevertheless, the vast majority (85-90 percent) of single parents
still are women, and scarcity of money is often one of their most
serious problems. If she has never worked, the custodial mother
probably needs rehabilitative alimonyThat will enable her to stay at
home with the children while they are young and provide reeducation
for her as they grow. older. However, millions of single-parent women
receive little or no alimony or childsuriport payments. Two-thirds of
mothers with custody must work to make ends meet, usually for less
pay Allan men. Custody of young children may require only part-time
work, which also limits income.

Fathers who receive custody may encounter problems other than
financial, although their standards of living also may be lowered.
Studies show that fathers may be less prepared for the day-to-day
demands of child care, such as taking Care of children wheh they are
slck, shopping and preparing meals, going the laundry, cleaning, as
Well as performing the many other chyreS that keep a household run-
ning smoothly.

. $

Whichever parent has custody, he or she should be prepared for in-
creased personal responsibilities and the problems that Often ac-
company them. As with all working parents, the 'responsibilities of
employment and child care can 4:iel exhausting. Added to themls the
stress ot being solely in charge--the only parent available to meet
the daily needs of the children, to make decisions about home, care,
or finances.0 is easy to see that life for the custodial parent can be
tough.

One woman expreSsed tier feelings this way: "I felt tOtally
disorganized, like I was going in all thections at once and ac-
complishing nothing at the same time. Like Humply Dumpty, I

thought I would never get the 'pieces together again."
As a result of the demands, the custodial parent may resent the

departing parent's freedom and new lifestyle; some may even refuse
visitation rights as a form of punishment or use other means to
alienate the children from the forrner spouse.

The departing parent, on the other hand, maY feel isolated and
resentful, having no actiVe voice in the way the children are being
brought up. Visiting the former home may be painful for both the
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parent and the children, particularly' when the visit ieover dnd it is
time to leave again. To ,avold discomfort, the noncustodial parent
may begin to cut back on the number of visits or time spent with the
children. But absence is a poor solution and usually causes more
pain for everyone in the long run, especially for the children. Visits
from the noncustodial parent are strongly associated with children's
self-esteern,, and the importance to children of maintaining a close
relationship with the absent parent should not be underestimated or
ignored by either 'parent.

A 9-year-old boy, who showed symptoms of depresSion and whose
school performance began to decline after his parent's separation,
described this situation to his counselor "Dad sand. I were always .

close,,bul now he hardly comes around. I don't know whether he
doesn't love me any more or if he's afraid to visit because he and
Mom get into a big fight whenever he does."

If former spouses can be flexible, coorierative, and supportive of
each other as parents, children are less likely to play one agalat the
other, disobey rules; and test limits. Itis important when children live
with one parent that they be given the opportunity tO -relate to the
other in aS natural and relaxed a way as possible. Children like to feel
they have both a mother and a father they can depend on. When one
parent does not interfere with the child's relationship with the other,
the child adjusts to the separation more easily.

Joint Custody. Parents legally share responsibility for the children.
'The details of how such responsibility is shared can be worked out in
various ways. In some cases, children may live half-time with each
parent, or week days with one and week ends with another, or the
school year with one and vacation with the other. While living ar-
rangeinents for the children may or may not differ much from single-
custody divorces, joint custody implies that both parents take equal
responsibility fqr-decisionmaking:

The advantage for the child and the parents is that responsibility is
shared, and the child retains close ties with both parents. The disad-
vantages are practical ind erngtional. If children are moved back and
forth from home to home, they may feel confusion or rootlessness. In
sorrie cases, joint custody can result in divided loyalties and become
an emotional seesaw fbr parents and child.

For joint custody to work well, parents must separate childrearing
issues from the problems they may have with each other. It requires
the maturity to work out and manage the mechanics of dividing
children's time between two homes, ae well as the energy to carry it
out. Many parents, however, find the sharing of responsibility and
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time worth the effort and a viable alternative to single-parent custody
battles.

A father, who is also a lawyer, reports that joint custody has
worked well for hls family. "My former wife and I eacti keep the
children for a week on an alternatinginsls. It's a lot of work moving
the kids back and fop, and at first the klds had some pro-
blemsjeaving behind rteeded school books or keeping their friends
apprised at which plage they would be. But they adjusted very quick-
ly and now enjoy theaccess to both of us. As parents, we also find It
easier to share the burdens. Of course, We livg in the same communi-
ty, and I believe thatj if one of us wanted to move away, we would
havp to change our custody arrangemenfs."

Spilt Custody. When there Is more than one child- in the family,
children may be divided between parents. The older children may ilve

with the father and the younger with the mother, or the boys live with

the father and girls with the mother. Courts seldom divide families,
feeling that children of the same family shouldgrow up together. In



general, it's best not to separate siblings, as older children can help
the younger ones understand and adjust to the situation.

Other Arrangements. Single parents_sometimes sbare respon-
sibilities of parenting with other adults or grandparents so that a
supervising adult is pregent at all times. While shared respon-

z, sibilities can lessen personal burdens, confliCts may arise, unless
lines of authority are clear.

,

Rearrangements
.

. ....

How will citstady be changed or rearranged to accommodate the
tuture? Will a parent retain custody after remarriage and, if so, under
what conditior0 If both parents die or are unable to care for the
children, who will become responsible for them? Because it Is im-
possible to know what conditions may arise, it is helpful to keep

lerms of custody flexible so that they can change with cir-
. comStances. in some cases, the terms originally agreed upon may,''

not work in - practice. Making allowances for revisions when
necessary helps to avoid future disagreements and possible court
battles. At times the children themselves determine a need for
custody change-children may choose to be with the other parent
who lives closer to school-or in a more desirable location.

Because negotiating these arrangements cap resurrect old
ho§tilities, maim lawyers, recommend an arbitration clause in the
cus*Yagreement which provides for a third party to settle disputes.
In thJs way, couples can stay out of cOurt and avoid a no-win sitga-
Us:in where children must choose sides. When built in protectioris for
the continuing care of the child are spelled out from the beginning,
changes, expected or not, become easier.

Money as an Issue
J

Next 16 custody, financial issues are usually the most vexing.
Generally, fathers are the 'prime source of family income, and some
part of their income is needed to support their children, even if the
mother wcoks. Yet, most court-ordered payments to custodial
mothers are not nearly enough to rpdet family needs, and .many
families headed by woniiin live in poverty or on the brink of financial
crisis.

Sometimes, money is used as.a mask for disputes when the real
cause Iles elsewhere. For instance, a man may withhold support or
make payments late to control his ex-wife or show his children wIlo's
in charge financially. Or, a woman who considers herself the Injured,

. 12
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-party maKtry to*extract higher payments as a method of revellge. If
fathers wish to remarry and undertake, the supw't of a new family,
they, toot may experience stress and resentmen.

Noncustodial parents may try tO use money to win Their children's
affection and-treat each visit like a special tioliday, showering their
children with gifts, sometimes to the dismaY of the custodial parent
who cannot compete financially. Farents who indulge, in financial
competition'create, further problems,* thpir children, encouraging
divide-and-conquer manipulation and the stress and guilt- that.
typically accompany such behavior. `-

"At first," a father related, "I made every visit a special event. I was
afraid that-if I didn't the kids 'would be bored. It reallY got to be a
StrainIfor the kids, too. Then I realized it Was me and not Sant
Ciaos thO'really wanted.So I relaxed, and sO did they.Ve all had a.
befter time with each other." !

In the emotional heat accompanying divorce, it is difficUlt to work
out financial arrangements fair to everyone,..but careful pranning,
honest discussion's, and flexible attitudes help the divorcing couple
work through the diffkulties of dividing poney and possessions.
Some have found a sliding-scale arrangement workable; the shus-.
band's payments to the wife may taper off as she gains marketable Ir
skills and earns more Money, os payments may increase to cover
tuture expenses such aS college tuition for the children. Couples
have to work out their own arrangement for their particular family

, needs, with the realization, that situations change oier time.

Telling the Children
How doWu tell a child that his family, isgoing to change? How do

you exRlain what you may not understand yourself? There is no easy
way.to prepare Children for the separation of their parents, but the
portance of-prming them cannot be overemphasized. It Is equally
important that discussion not be delayed until the divorce is at hand.
The separationthe physical leaving by one parent is traumatic
for children.

How you prepare your child will depend on your feelingS and those
- of the other parent, the circumstanbes of the' divorce, and the age of

the Child. Each situation is different; no two :divorces are alike
because no two families are alike. As a rule; however, children should
be informed of the impending separation in an honest, straightfor-
ward mannerno Iles, no excuses, no false promises. Children know

, and appreciate your honesty. If you don't know some of theanswers,
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admit It. Remember that what you keep hidden or dpn't say will be
judt as important as what you do say. The more children know about
what is happening, the rnore'readily they may adapt to the situation.

'Often the unknowhs, scare them more, than the knowns.
,

Try to.explain the changes that are about to take place; one
building block at a time. "Here's how it's going to be," you might
start. "Things will be different, but together we'll be able to handle it."
Then, fill in the details without overwhelming them with too much in-
formation. (For Instance, if oneparent expects to remarry soon after
the divorce, it might' be better to postpone this news until the children
have adjusted to the separatibn.) -

Prepare Yourself for questions. If you can picture the world thfough
yoUr child's eyes, you may be able to anticipate some of the ques-
tions: Why the separation? What is divorce? When Is It going to hap-
pen? Why? Who-will take care of me? Where will I live? Will I have to .

choose between parents? The rhore a child's questions are out in the
open, the more grateful the parents should be. When children are
consistently quiet and unquestioning, possibly they are not coping ,*
well. Sbme children' may be afraid or embarrassed to voice all the
'questions they are thinking. But whether they ask or not, questions
are probably on their minds. Children need information provided in a
way that does not blame anyone. To answer' successfully, parents
must be able to separate their personal problems from family issues.
Daring thd diScussion, children should be reassured at every oppor-
tUnity that they are In no way responsible for the divorce and that

'bottyparents still love them.
What' do children need to know? An understaNable explanation

for the impending separation, appropriate to a child's age, is essen-
tial. Children need not know all the details.the painful personal
reasonsthat led to the divorce decisionalthough children often
May be more aware of them than parents realize. For example, if an
extramarital relationship is a factor in the divorce anpl children raise
the issue; there should t no denial or blame. Older children can
understand that the "oth r" person may be symptomatic of the
unhappiness that contributed to the failing marriage.'

Children need to know the decision has not been made suddenly
. or frivolously, that their parents are rational beings who have tried to
work out their marriage but who have decided that a divorce Is better
then a marriage that is unhappy for orie or both parents. But what
may seem rational to adults maynot seem so to children, particularly
those who.are very young. One mother described her efforts to con-
vince her two preschoolers that she still loved them deeply even
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though she felt compelled to leave home. "I visit them k often as
possible and reassure them constantly of rtly love, but they are too
young to understand that the situation at home was causing me to
be seriously depressed. I hope someday, when they are older and if I
keep a close relationship with them, they will understand and forgive
me."

,

When preparing children for the separation, also tell them whom
theywill live with, where they will live, where the noncustodial parent
will live, how visits have been arranged, and how often. (Taking
children to see the noncustodial parent's future living quarters soon
after informing them of the separation can Make the separation more

12. 15
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real while offering assurance that the parent will have a home and a
place where the children will be welcome.)

In addition to knowing that both parents will continue to love and
care for them, chilqren need to be made as free as possible from guilt
and blame. Too often young children blame themselves for the
parents' divorce or get caught up in taking sides, if parents blame
each other., .

Children also need to know they will be Iree to love both parents,
to express, sadness, anger, and disappointment but not to
manipulate parents by playing one against the other or to indulge in
uncontrolled anger or destructive behavior. They need to know that
discipline will be enforced by both parents, that they will be expected
to obey agreed-upon groundrules (bedtimes, chores), and that limita-
tions On behavior issential to `the child's sense of well-being and

a security will be imposed. . .

Should childrefi haVe a voice in the decisions? If children are old.
enough, talking to parents about needs and alternatives may not only
help them feel they are part of the decisionmaking process bt4 also
open more lines of communication. But even older children should
not be put in the position of haVing to choose between parents.
Although most States recognize the rightof older children to decide
whiClis parent they prefer to live with, few children want that respon-
sibility, particularly right at the time of the divorce or separation.

Oho should do the telling? Whenever possible, it is advisable for
both parents together to tell the children about the divorce. Even If
only one parent does the eiplathing, it is easier for children to accept
the sitpation if the other is present. If parents exPlain separately, the
child is more apt to feel he must choose sides. If the parents' stories
differ, thachild may be confused and not know whom to believe,
what to believe, or how to act toward either parent. In cases where
one parent has already left, the other parent will have tO handle the
telling alone; delay only makes it more di'fficult.

It rhay be best to tell all the 'children at the same time. The
presence of siblings may cushion the shock and provide a sense of
support and family continuity.

When should the children be told? If youtell them too far ahead of
the seParation, they may think it's not going to haPpen or try to pre-
vent it; If you wait until one parent is walking out the door, you have
waited tdo long. Children should have enough time to absorb the
Idea arid ask questions of bolh parents. The amount of time Varies
with the-a,ge and maturity of the Children. A

Telling cffildrerronce Is usually not enou h. in The Oays or weekp .ic
t /6-
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between the first discussion and the separation, a dialog should be
established in which questions can be reanswered, important infor-
mation repeated, and the children reassured. The repeated gonversa-
tions can help both parents and children accept the reality of the
separation and establish lines of communication and emotional sup-
port so desperately needed during the adjustment period that follows
separation.

How Children React
Children's reaclions vary according io their age, sex, personal

strengths, parental support, and numerous other influences, but
almost without exCeption they initially have difficulty, accepting the
separation. Young children fantasize about the absent parent's
return to the family; older children may actively try to get the parents
back together. Children do not readily give up on their parents' mar-
riage. They may harbor 'their patch-up dreams for yeirs, even when
they know the marriage was not a happy one.

In time, most children learn to accept the inevitable. Some even
come to believe it to be for the best. Eventually, most recover from
the stress associated with the changes and uncertainties brought
info their lives by the divorce. Nevertheless, parents armed with the
knowledge that children of all ages can be seriously upset for
months or years are better prqiared to cope and therefore better able
to help their children through the adjustment period.

Diffirences Between Boys and Girls

Divorce researchers have found that young boys generally take
longer than young girls to regain emotional balance following
separation and divorce. There are some indications that girls may
have delayed reactions, tending toward More difficulties during
adolescence and early adulthood. Studies show few long-term ef-
fects of divorce on children, but young women from broken homes
were found to have somewhat more negative attitudes toward Mar-
riage than dic their peers from intact marriages.

Age-Relaied Reactions

Preschoolers have difficulty underetanding the concept of divorce.
Having lost one parent from the home, they often fear losing the
other. Bedtimes or temporary separations may bring tears and tan-
trums, requiring special reassurances to calm them. They may,also

14
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duffer feelings of guilt, believing that somehowpossibly because
they were naughtythey arelo blame for the divorce. Because of the
strains on them, they may temporarily lose such developmental
gains as toilet training.

School-age children, better able to grasp the meaning of divorce,
also have more resources for coping with It than younger children.
They live in a wider world, with friends and teachers to turn to. Never-
theless, they, too, experience guilt and fear. One 8-year-old described
It this way: "I was sure my parents broke up because of me. I didn't
know why I felt that way, but that's the way I felt."

Profound grief and anger are typical reactions to the losses and
disruptions brought to children's lives. A child is partiallarly apt to
build long-term alliances with one parent against another, usually to
the detriment of all. Developinental and school progress may take a
temporary setback as children seek emotional- balance.

Adolescents react in Many ways. As neither children nor adults,
they dwing back and forth between two worlds. Involvement in ac-
tivities outside the home can provide a healing distance from paren-
tal problems. A mature perspective can enhance understanding and
reduce stress. On the other hand, teenagers are more often called
upon by beleaguered parents for assistance. Some may rise to the
Occasion and enjoy increased self-esteem; others may find
themselves overburdened, resentful, and confused.

Someadolescents indulge in attention-seekihg behaviors,such as
running away, stealing, or sexual promiscuity. Sexuality can be a

4 major issue for lioth adolescents and their parents. The youngsters'
concerns about sexual competency and marriage may be heightened
by the divorce; the newly dating parent may be seen as a competitor. ,

Parents wornj about getting back into the dating game, and their
youngster's acceptance of their social life,,as well as about hexing
good.adult models for their oppositerx youngsters. -
Children's Strengths t

While the foregoing litany of problems should prepare. parents for
some rough times, it shoula-not lead them to believe all is lost. Most
children display amazing strengths. Initial actite reactions of -fear,
grief, end. anger generally diminish; most children gefback in the
proper developmental track; and school problems abate. ,

Many children"' become supportive of the Custodial , paient,
recognizing the new responsibilities and problems. Children often
prove exwisitely sensitive to parents' needs and moods; some
develop aoser relgtionships with both parents following separation.
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. A vital factor in children's adjustment is their relationship with the
custodial parent, typically the mother. After an initial period of shock,
most mothers are Able to provide' needed parental care, discipline,
and love. Also important to children's well-being is their relationship
with their father, and children who can maintain close contact with
their fathers generally have an emotional advantage.

A young woman recounting her experiences When her parents
divorced reports, "The greatest gift my mother gave me was my rela-
tionship with my father. She never tried to turn me against him, and
she encouraged our visits. It made things more comfortable for Dad
and me, and I will always love her for it."

In addition to ongoing relationships with'the noncustodial 'parent,
anything that provides stability to childrenLaintinued contact with
grandparents and other family mernbers, the same residence,
school, church, and friendshelps in their adjustment.

Reaching Out

The Children -

Children of both sexes often turn td n ghbors, grandparents, and
other adults for comfort and attention, and such supportive relation-
ships can prove important sources ofstability to children and offer
needed relief to a parent.

Teachers also can be a handY resource for school-age children.
While school can provide a welcome escape from the stress at home,

,offering distractions and contacts with friends,- it'can also be the
scene of behrioralthfficulties end,failure for.the child attempting to
cope with pent-up rage and amdety: Teachers who are .inforrned
about the impending separation are often better able to understand
the chiltf's problems and extend a helping hand.

s

The Parent .
. . .

Even spper Moms And dads may %find, the first feW years after
seppratiop taxing: blistodial 'parents, in adation to.-iiiialing with
children. pioblems, have to.Cope with money, job, and housing
Issues. Physical exhaustion is compounded, by the drain of emo-
tional strainfear, depression, loneliness, anxietjf, anger, and, for
the ,"left"'spOusel, losssof self-esteem.

A custodial mother, speakirig to a :group of recently separated
parents said, "At first, rims 6:4 totally and continually exhausted, I
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thought I would never make it. I Just kept putting one foot in front of
the other, getting bjf each day. With the help of family, friends and my
children, I eventually got back a sense of control over my life and my
feelings of self-worth."

The noncustodial parent may also have problern'S, especially
loneliness, and a sense of alienation, loss, and the stress of trying to
maintain a parental role in the face of hurt children or an angry
former spouse.

One father describes his experience: "I was a very involved parent
and the thought of possibly losing my son was devastating. I felt
paralyzedlike if I sat down I would never be able to get up again.
But I kept getting up, calling my sonand seeing him. I'm still a very
involved parent."

These paients, like most others, everVally faced and overcame
'their groblems, beit it is the rare individual who can do so without
help. Reaching out to friends, relatives, neighbors, teachers, or clergy
gimps you someone to talk to oradvise' you when a decision is
neaded. Organizations like Parents Without Partners; whose.
members are experiencing the same feelings and problems yoU are
(and many of whom may be further along in their ability to deal with

'those problems), can be a strong source of support for the divorced
parent. Contact with individuals and organizations provides help, ad-
vice, company, and offers options for new activities.

Professional mental health counseling or guidance may also be a
good idea. If you or'yokr child continue to harbor anger or suffer

2'0/1
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serious depression or anxiety, if your child's school performance
declines, or if you feel you aren't coping-well either as a parent or in
other ways, professional assistance may help alleviate We pain, pre-
vent future problems for yosur child, and prrovide needed emotional
support.

Divorce is one of the most stressful experiences faced by in-
dividuals. It is foolish and self-defeating to decline professional help
on the basis that you re not "crazy." You do not have to be crazy to
get help. Seeking neecjed help indicates a rational approach to prob-
lem soMng. Your ioai community mental health center will provide
aisistance at a price you can afford. If you prefer private help, cori-
tact your local Mental 'Health Assbbiation, one of the professional
associations, or your physician for a referral.

)

New Relationships
,

Another major issue for the separated or divorced parent is datinb.
Whether a parent gets involved in the dating scene depends on many
personal and situational factors, but most parents eventually do
begin developing new relationships with the opposite sex.

When parents begin tb date or engage in a steady relationship with
C

one person, a child may feel both pleased and threatened. Some
children are mostly relieved to see a parent happy in a new relation-
ship, while others resent it.

A child's view of parents' new mlationships depends on his age.
Many young children are afraid of losing the parent to an outsider,
others may pin too much hope on every date, looking for parental
replacements and leaving themselves open for disappointment when
the relationship does not lead to marriage.

However the child (ants, the important issue is keeping open the
lines of communication. Children's fears, fantasies, and wishes can
be addressed best if they feel free to express them.

The issue of a parent's sexual involvement outside- marriage can
be a sensitive one. Man3/ single parents, while maintaining quietly
active sex lives, prefer that the children not be aware of I. However,
some custodial parents who cannot hide these ongoing involve-
ments from the b4ildren see them as less of a threat to the parent-
child relationship than remarrláge would be. In any case; children are
usually more able to handle the emotions aroused by thought's of the
parents' sexuality if they think the new relationship is based on some
kind of permanence and genuine affection.

18 .
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Aemarriage . ,

The parent who remarries enters a new phase of personal hap-
piness and at tha same time a new phase of adjustment typfcally re-
quIred: of stepfamilies. Children do not easily accept substitute.
parents. To work out a successful relationship with a stepparent,
children may feel they haveto forego cicseness with their natural, ab-
sent parent. If this intimacy was particularly precious, children may
feel they are not gaining a new parent but losing the old one. ,

There may be feelings of rivalry with the new partner of the same
sex or an attraction toward the new parent of the oppótlte'sex. And if
a child suffers a conflict of emotions about the absent parentfeel-
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Ing hostility and yet wanting to protect the relationshiphe or ehe
may resolve the conflict by transferring hostiliti to the stepparent.
How stepchildren handle the situation depends on how well they
have acceptqd the fact that their parents are no longer a pairand
will never be one again. It also depends on the age of the child and
the sex of the steppapnt. Generally, stepfathers have an easier time

'than stepmothers. Also younger children are generally more willing
to accept Stepparents,tand their relationship depends on how well
the stepparent accepte and acts as a parent to them. But the older
child is another story. Preteens and adolescents are generally less
willing to accept the ekepparent, regardless of efforts and attributes.

For all its'adjustment difficulties, the stepfamily can evolve into a
happy, workable unit. Going from a single-parent4amilyto a hivo-
parent family has its obvious advantages. Children gee their parent
happier when sharing life with another person, and they can learn to
reflect that happiness; the stepparent can fin a highly Important suri-
portive role by being available to the child; and responsibilities are
more egAlrfehared by-a-twinarent-faFnily.

Whilp there is no easy way to guarantee love in an instant family,
childr n (more than adults realize) may consider themselves
sorne ow related/to the stepparent, who is the closett persdn to the

, ,cios st relative a child has. t
One mother offers advice in building up to a successful stdPfamily

relationship that begins with the hrst meeting before the marriage;
"Be flexible, and doh't Worry if the first time doesn't gp well. Allow
the children to take tline te develop the relationship and don't expect
rtnmediate accedence. Find out what the children prefer to call you.
Be flexible enough' to let the name chage as the, relationship
matures. Face the fact that yod may be in fpr 6 lot of rejection. Don't
reject the children just to get even; it may be the same time they are
ready to give youa chance. Once married, clOn't try to competemith
the exsp'ouse." I

. ,...
.

The Beginning Aftei; the Ending
Adjusting to divorce is a gradual but inevitable proces9, and start-

ing a new life takes motivation, patience, deterrhinatkin ',. strength,
and hope for the future. Surveys show that the probl4ms &adjust:"
ment ease considerably after the first year. As parents and children
adapt to the changes in their lives, they become better able to accept'.
the situaticin and understand each other. Parente can find hew . ,'
growth as individuals. Children can build new relationships with each
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of the parents and experience a new sense of maturity and com-
petence at having coped successfully with an exceedingly stressful
time.

Just as it took time to put all the pieces of a marriage together, it
takes time to rearrange them so that each person is free.to build a
new life and gain a new outloqk on the future. But within that new
Ilfe, the role of parent can and should be maintained. Marriage may
be temporary, but parenthood is lifelong.

Written by: Constance Stapleton and Norma MacCormack
NIMH Pfoject Officer Marilyn Sargent
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